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 Abbreviated Structure Geotechnical Report 
 

Original Report Date: 6/23/21 Proposed SN: 096-0076 Route: FAP 821 

Revised Date:    10/1/21 
 

Existing SN: 096-0005 Section: (18BY)B 

Geotechnical Engineer: Bill Kramer County: Wayne 

Structural Engineer: Josue Ortiz-Varela Contract: 74651 
 

Indicate the proposed structure type, substructure types, and foundation locations (attach plan and elevation 

drawing):  The proposed two span slab bridge structure will have integral abutments located behind the existing closed 
abutments to avoid pile interference with the existing footing with the exception at the south end of the west abutment 
shown below: 

We recommend the west abutment be moved another foot or two to avoid the conflict completely.   
 
The pier is proposed to be a solid wall encased pile bent.  Steel H-piles are shown at each substructure.  Recommend the 
words (HP10 Min.) be added after the words “Steel H-piles” at all three substructures. 
 
Discuss the existing boring data, existing plans foundation information, new subsurface exploration and need for 
any additional exploration to be provided with SGR Technical Memo (attach all data and subsurface profile plot):    
Existing Structure 096-0005 was built in 1920 as F.A.P. Rte. 821, Section 18B at Sta 1098+42. The single span structure was 
reconstructed in 1956 with a new reinforced concrete slab superstructure bridge supported on the existing closed 
abutments and untreated timber piles. The existing abutments were widened in-kind and a new center pier with precast 
piles was built as part of the reconstruction. The two-span slab bridge has an out-to-out width of 45'-4" and a back-to-back 
abutment length of 42'-0" with no skew. Existing structure to be removed and replaced.   No existing soil borings were 
evaluated since the new borings are adequate.   
 
Provide the location and maximum height of any new soil fill or magnitude of footing bearing pressure.  Estimate 
the amount and time of the expected settlement.  Indicate if further testing, analysis, and/or ground 

improvement/treatment is necessary:   The increase in grade at this location is less than 12” and thus, we don’t anticipate 
any settlement or downdrag.  No further testing, analysis, and/or ground improvement/treatment is necessary. 
 
Identify any new cuts or fill slope angles and heights.  Estimate the factor of safety against slope failure.   Indicate 

if further testing, analysis or ground improvement/treatment is necessary:   The increase in grade at this location is 
less than 12” and thus, we don’t anticipate any slope stability problems.   No further testing, analysis, and/or ground 
improvement/treatment is necessary. 
 

 



Indicate at each substructure, the 100-year and 200-year total scour depths in the Hydraulics report, the non-
granular scour depth reduction, the proposed ground surface, and the recommended foundation design scour 

elevations:  The theoretical 100 year and 200 year scour depths are reported to be 7.9’ and 8.7’ (pier + contraction) at the 
pier.  Based on the soil type and strengths shown in the worst boring (B2), these depths can be reduced by 26.5% and 
30.8% respectively and translates to what is shown in the recommended table below.  In addition, rip rap is being placed 
complete across the opening to help defend against any scour that might develop.  
 

Event/Limit 
State 

Design Scour Elevations (ft.) 

West Abut. Pier  East Abut. Item 113 

Q100 400.5 388.1 400.6 

8 
 

Q200 400.5 387.3 400.6 

Design 400.5 388.1 400.6 

Check 400.5 387.3 400.6 
 

 
 
 
 

Determining the seismic soil site class, the seismic performance zone, the 0.2 and 1.0 second design spectral 

accelerations and indicate if that the soils are liquefiable:  Liquefaction is not an issue at this location due to the 
consistent cohesive soils which are non-liquefiable and we are in zone 1.  The seismic data required for the TSL plan is 
provided below:                               

Seismic Performance Zone (SPZ) = 1 
Design Spectral Acceleration at 1.0 sec. (SD1) = 0.288 
Design Spectral Acceleration at 0.2 sec. (SDS) = 0.690 

Soil Site Class = D 
 

 



Confirm feasibility of the proposed foundation or wall type and provide design parameters.   Provide factored 

bearing resistance and unit sliding resistance at various elevations and confirm no ground improvement/treatment 

is necessary where spread footings are proposed.  Estimated top of rock elevations as well as preliminary factored 

unit side and tip resistance values shall be indicated when drilled shafts are proposed:   End bearing H-Piles are 
recommended at this location due to the high seismic loads, scour concern and relatively consistent top of rock elevation 
across the site.  They should be driven to their maximum nominal bearing values shown in bridge manual.  Since the borings 
are particularly close to the new substructures and show rock at the same elevation, we recommend no test piles be used.  
Pile shoes will not be required due to the soft nature of the shale/sandstone bedrock.  We recommend using HP10’s or 
larger due to the pile length being close to 50’ to avoid pile drift per the bridge manual.   We estimate the pile length 
refusal tip elevation at all locations to be 345.0’ which, using a cutoff elevation of 402.6’, is an estimated length of 58 feet.  
The Factored Resistance Available will need to be reduced by 15 kips for the strength limit state and 25 kips for the 
extreme event II case due to scour.  

Calculate the estimated water surface elevation and determine the need for Cofferdams (Type 1 or 2), and seal coat: 
The estimated water surface elevation (EWSE) was calculated below to be is 396.95 feet  The soils are cohesive, so no seal 
coat is required.   Since the bottom of the concrete encasement for the pier is at elevation 390.8’, we have 6.15 feet of 
water which, according to policy, would require a type 2 cofferdam.  However, being only 1.8 inches above the depth that 
would allow a type 1 cofferdam to be used, we recommend using a Type 1 cofferdam to save money.  

Assess the need for sheeting or soil retention or temporary construction slope and provide recommendation for 

other construction concerns:   The structure will need to be staged constructed and based on the lowest strength boring 
(B2),  we recommend showing temporary sheeting at the abutments.  Our calculations show that an embedment of 15 ft. 
(tip elevation of 375.8’) and a section modulus of 19 in3/ft. will be required. 
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